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Culture Clash: Can Corporate Cultures 
and Latino Cultures Be Reconciled?

“La preservación de la propia cultura no requiere  
desprecio o falta de respeto hacia otras culturas.”

Preservation of  one’s own culture does not require contempt  
or disrespect for other cultures.

—César Chávez, American labor activist 

Herein is the conundrum: corporate America says it wants 
more Latino managers and leaders. Young Latino profes-

sionals in growing numbers aspire to this leadership. Yet, as we 
have seen so far, what should be mutually reinforcing trends 
to speed up advancement are instead two forces increasingly 
in conflict due to deep differences between corporate culture 
and Latino culture. 

If  businesses are to overcome the 4 Percent Shame, they 
must go beyond the necessary public declarations in support 
of  diversity and take a zero-tolerance stance toward overt 
bias. This requires facing up to unconscious cultural biases 
that can negatively affect the evaluation of  both the perfor-
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mance and the potential of  Latino talent and generate work 
environments that are unattractive to many Latinos. Corpora-
tions should become more conscious of  Latinos’ demands that 
they demonstrate for greater crosscultural agility. Doing so will 
require the following:

• Gaining a deep understanding of  the archetypical 
  cultural preferences of  Latinos
• Nurturing self-awareness of  the current cultural 
  preferences of  the corporation
• Determining how to bridge the gap in a mutually-
  reciprocal way

Latino Cultural Preferences and How They Compare to  
Corporate Culture

Often when Latinos have graduated from college and gain their 
first corporate job, the signs that their past experiences haven’t 
adequately prepared them for this job begin to surface. The 
trivial becomes precursor to much more profound differences. 
Charlie Garcia, former CEO of  Sterling Financial Group and 
current CEO of  Association of  Latino Professionals for America 
(ALPFA), grew up in Panama. He tells this story: 

My first roommate at the Academy was trying to 
break the ice by telling me a joke about Mork and 
Mindy. I innocently asked, “Who’s Mork and Mindy?” 
He replied, “What planet did you get off of ?” Later 
I would put my salsa music on in the weekend and 
people would knock on the door yelling, “Turn that 
s*** off. We’re in the United States.” Then somebody 
changed my nametag from Garcia to O’Garcia, and 
they started calling me Ogarsha because they said I 
looked Irish.
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The differences are cultural as well as socioeconomic. Patricia 
Diaz Dennis tells of  the time peer lawyers were talking about 
taking a ski trip: 

And then I said to the person next to me, “So where 
do you go to rent skis?” He just looked at me and 
said, “Oh, no need, I own mine.” I had no idea that 
this was even possible.

While these more surface differences are fairly innocent and can 
lead to entertaining cocktail reception conversation, they are just 
the tip of  iceberg of  differences in cultural values and assump-
tions that lie deep below the surface of  polite interactions. Clue-
less assumptions lead to the unconscious biases by individuals 
in the dominant culture, and those biases get codified in talent 
management systems (leadership competencies, development 
programs, performance assessment, high potential identification) 
in ways that systematically reinforce the glass ceiling for Latinos. 

Dismantling these bias reinforcement mechanisms requires hav-
ing a grasp of  the cultural differences between mainstream cor-
porate culture and Latino culture. 

Before elaborating on this, let’s provide a primer on how to talk 
about culture comparisons. We are going to compare archetypes, 
the general tendency of  a particular group to behave in certain 
ways, without falling into stereotypes, the assumption that every 
member of  that group behaves according to the archetype. 

Sociologists and interculturalists specialize in the study of  
what happens when people from different cultures come into 
contact with one another. They have been able to trace the 
normative, bell curve behavior of  groups, fully recognizing 
that there are many who, for a variety of  reasons, do not 
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adhere to these norms. However, understanding the group 
norms is helpful in ferreting out patterns that could be in con-
flict and could keep Latinos from advancing. 

Let’s look at six cultural dimensions (taken or adapted from 
the various works of  interculturalists Geert Hofstede,1 Fons 
Trompenaars, and Charles Hampden-Turner2 and applied to 
the Hispanic American context) where these two cultures can 
be at odds with each other.

As we point out the differences, it will raise the question: whose 
responsibility is it to close the cultural gap? The leaders we inter-
viewed stressed the concept of  reciprocal adaptation. However, for 
too long the full burden has been put on Latinos to assimilate into 

1 “Geert Hofstede.” The Hofstede Centre. Accessed August 03, 2017.  
https://geert-hofstede.com/cultural-dimensions.html.

2  Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner, Riding the Waves of  Culture:  
Understanding Diversity in Global Business (2nd ed.), New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 1998.
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the dominant culture. As we saw in the previous chapter, doing 
so can be detrimental to Latinos’ own sense of  personal identity 
and empowerment. Plus corporations lose the benefits of  the dif-
ferences in perspectives and backgrounds that Latinos bring to the 
workplace.

There may be some cultural dimension, depending on the cul-
tural gap, where resisting adaptation to the majority culture 
could be a losing battle. At the same time, there are other areas 
where standing our ground—and in fact, influencing adapta-
tion on the part of  the other party to match a Latino cultural 
preference—might be the healthiest way to optimize personal 
and organizational performance. 

Let’s explore these cultural gaps and how the Latino leaders 
navigated their way among the cultural tensions. There is no 
clear-cut right or wrong way to do this, but these Latino and 
Latina leaders tended to be self-aware of  the choices in front 
of  them. 

Locus of Control: God Helps Those Who Help Themselves  
versus Si Dios Quiere (God Willing) 

Different cultures have their own beliefs about whether they can 
control the environment around them. Internal control cultures 
believe they have that control while external control cultures believe 
they do not. European-American culture, and by extension 
corporate America, tends to believe the former while Hispanic 
American culture believe the latter. 

The belief  that a person’s destiny and path in life is deter-
mined by God is the mindset of  fatalism. Such a belief  leads 
many Latinos to have a yielding view of  life, and thus prepare 
themselves to consent to God’s predetermined fate for them. A 
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study conducted by the Pew Hispanic Center in 20023 shows 
how prevalent this feeling is in the Latino community: 53 per-
cent of  Latinos in the U.S. agreed that it doesn’t do any good 
to plan for the future because one has no control over it. Patri-
cia Diaz Dennis, explains a behavioral outcome of  this si Dios 
quiere passivity: “Many of  us, rather than volunteering to take 
on a new assignment or role, instead wait to be invited.” 

Cari Dominguez, former Bank of  America executive and for-
mer chair of  the U.S. Equal Opportunity Commission, explains 
how this difference can play out for a good number of  Latinos 
wanting to climb the career ladder: 

While Anglo-Americans may believe that one can 
dominate the environment and external circum-
stances, Latinos often believe that it is not up to us, 
that things may be out of  our hands, out of  our con-
trol. This can lead to behaviors embedded in our dif-
ferent cultural consciousness such as “toot your own 
horn” versus “humbly wait to be noticed.” Many of  
us Latinos have a hard time tooting our own horns, 
but it is a behavior that is necessary to get ahead in 
corporate America. Instead we hold on tightly to les-
sons from mamá to not be proud, not call attention 
to our accomplishments, but instead allow others to 
point them out. So as we look at this cultural gap, we 
need to realize that we can’t be culturally bound and 
wait for somebody to do something on our behalf. We 
need to do a better job of  marketing  ourselves and 
touting our accomplishments.

3 Generational Differences. (2004, March). Retrieved from http://assets.pewresearch.
org/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2011/10/13.pdf
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In our research sample, we did notice that there was also a gen-
der dimension to this cultural dynamic. While both Latinos and 
Latinas wrestled with this similar upbringing acculturation, it was 
clearly more deeply rooted and, therefore, more of  an articulated 
struggle, for the women. For example, Lisa Garcia Quiroz, senior 
vice president, cultural investments for Time Warner, struggled 
with the religious aspect of  our culture. She explains: 

I think that the disadvantage, and I hate to call it a dis-
advantage, in our culture is that we value humility so 
it’s not in our DNA to brag about ourselves. It’s a very 
Catholic thing, right? The meek shall inherit the earth.

Former vice president of  General Motors Grace Lieblein layers 
on another behavior that stems from this lack of  competitiveness: 

I am one of  the least competitive people I know. It’s 
probably to a detriment, frankly, but it’s just not in me. 
Life to me is “What you see is what you get,” and I’d 
just as soon help the person who’s next to me than push 
him off the ladder. Sometimes that worked, and some-
times I probably didn’t get as far as I could’ve if  I’d 
been more competitive. But I’d rather be myself  than 
be somebody else and get higher in the organization.

Corporate American culture on the other hand, is premised on 
leaders, managers, and employees taking more entrepreneur-
ial initiative within the corporate structure, whether providing 
innovative ideas or taking charge of  their own careers. 

The rallying cry of  “You own your own career,” while mak-
ing complete sense as a default belief  for the majority culture, 
feels foreign to many Latinos and can actually be disengaging 
and even marginalizing. Many Latinos are reluctant to ask for 
things they want and need. 
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The idea of  “owning your career” may be one of  the rules of  the 
road that is difficult to buck if  Latinos seek to succeed in corporate 
America. Many of  the executives we interviewed had to learn to 
speak up for themselves, and doing so is one of  the first principles 
these leaders teach other up-and-coming Latinos. We further explain 
how they accomplished this speaking up for themselves in chapter 6 
where sample leaders explain how to see ambition as honorable.

Ascribing Status: Hierarchy versus Egalitarianism

Latinos can tend to be hierarchical compared to the egali-
tarian European-American approach. This tendency can cut 
both ways in terms of  emerging Latino talent either engaging 
more senior leaders too deferentially without sufficient asser-
tiveness, or Latino leaders acting with too much forcefulness 
as they gain positional authority. 

The historical, religious, and anthropological roots of  these two 
very different views of  status go back to Reformation times in 
the Middle Ages and Colonial times in both British and Spanish 
colonies in the Americas. 

Martin Luther’s Protestant Reformation was a direct chal-
lenge to the Roman Catholic Church’s interpretation of  divine 
hierarchy, which vested the priests with the powers of  being 
the only ones through which the faithful could connect with 
God. Luther’s theology of  the “priesthood of  all believers” was 
enabled by the disruptive technology of  that time, the printing 
press, which put German language Bibles in the hands of  the 
laity, thereby democratizing access to God. 

As Catholicism made its way south and Protestantism north, 
the Spanish colonies were conquered by soldiers under a full 
top-down military structure. In contrast, the British colonies 
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were settled by families fleeing religious persecution. While 
the racism of  the British settlers resulted in near-annihilation 
of  the indigenous people—as it also did at the hands of  the 
racist Spanish conquistadores—their in-group values played out 
very differently when it came to more Protestant egalitarian 
processes and structures. In contrast, the Spanish colonizers 
engrained their military and Catholic-influenced hierarchical 
structures into most aspects of  Latin American society. 

Fast-forward to the twenty-first century and these long-ago 
legacies still have residual effects. Many Latinos grow up in 
strong matriarchies or patriarchies. Given the deeply held 
value of  family and its structures that are inherently hierarchi-
cal, they tend to be more deferential to authority. This leads to 
the more prevalent passivity among Latino talent. This hier-
archical view of  status reinforces the belief  among Latinos 
that not much is in their control, which in turn leads towards 
a sense of  having less self-agency—the ability to give voice to 
one’s aspirations, hopes, and needs. 

The management practice of  paternalism has a long-established 
history in Latin America. A key feature of  paternalism is a set 
of  benevolent management practices where the patrón (boss) 
provides for employees’ welfare. Paternalism has been a strong 
force with workers because it is derived from traditional, gen-
dered family roles, and established Catholic precepts that cast 
employers as caretakers of  an employee family. The employ-
ment equation then is that employees simply have to work hard 
and the patrón will take care of  them. Some Latinos still sub-
scribe to the paternalism phenomenon and feel there is no need 
to call attention to their contributions or apply for promotions 
because their boss will automatically reward them for their 
hard work. 
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Identity: I versus We

As much as it may sound like a cliché, familia is exceptionally 
important to Latinos, but it is profoundly true and companies 
chronically neglect this reality. 

This all-in enveloping of  familia in the Latino ethos comes from 
a sense of  communal identity—who I am is defined by whom I 
belong to versus the more European-American interpretation of  
individualistic identity—who I am is defined by my self. 

This too is why Latinos tend to be more group oriented when it 
comes to workplace dynamics. Carmen Matos, a senior consul-
tant at NBCUniversal, put it this way in a recent conversation 
with one of  the authors: 

We Latinos tend to be very relationship-driven, and 
strong relationships unleash our best selves. When we 
have that sense of  community at work, our talent and 
hearts find a home. This means that quality of  time 
spent with coworkers in the workplace versus solely 
what is accomplished can take on added significance. 
As an example, a 9 a.m. meeting in corporate Amer-
ica may start with a quick hello and grabbing coffee as 
people rush to pen portfolios and get down to business. 
In Miami or Mexico City it will often start with warm 
hellos and an extended recap of  weekend and family 
events. Then we get down to business. At the end of  the 
day, much will have been accomplished in both worlds, 
but the Latino employee feels like he or she is work-
ing with colleagues who could be considered friends 
and extended family members. It makes for a sense of  
belonging at the workplace, which feeds engagement.
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She adds that there was a time when this relaxed dynamic was 
more prevalent and valued in the U.S. before the waves of  “down-
sizing” and “rightsizing” made the corporate picnic obsolete:

Before that time it was easier for employees to feel 
like they mattered and were more than a number. 
But now the workplace has unfortunately become 
more transactional and more focused solely on get-
ting the work done. A growing number of  workers 
feel they must leave their hearts at home or in the 
parking lot. This sacrifice of  culture in the workplace 
has been difficult for many. And it has been acutely 
painful for communal-oriented Latino talent. 

The high value of  community is not just about work-related 
get-togethers. It shows up in how many Latinos would prefer 
that workplace performance would be more about group results 
than individual results. There is a high sense of  importance in 
achieving group goals, a desire to have equal distribution of  
regard within a group, and a strong sense of  loyalty to a group. 
This, of  course, collides with the more prevalent corporate 
America best practice of  setting achievement and accomplish-
ment goals and rewards at an individual level. 

Community also goes a long way in explaining the Latino  
tendency to highly value networking, not just for socializing  
purposes, but to actually get things done. Like African-Americans, 
who are also more communal, Latinos (compared to European 
Americans) overemphasize attending work- and industry-related 
events. It is through the relationships made and nurtured at these 
events that business and new career opportunities get transacted. 
This kind of  networking is, of  course, common among European 
Americans, but it goes into hyperdrive with many Latinos. 
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This communal “we” preference also affects how answers to  
classic interview questions can trigger unconscious biases that 
can be detrimental to Latino job candidates. Picture this com-
mon interview dynamic between an individualistic hiring man-
ger and a communal Latino:

Hiring manager: “Tell me of  a time you led a team to 
success.”

Candidate: “What my team did was…. What my colleagues 
contributed was… What we collaborated on was…”

Back in the debrief  session, the hiring manager and recruiter 
look at each other and say: 

“I don’t think that person did anything. I think he rode 
the backs of  everyone else.”

Unconscious bias referee: “Really? Are you sure? Maybe 
it’s that very kind of  collaborative competency and value 
that our organization needs more of.”

If  corporate America can be more adaptive in catering to Latino 
communal values, it could benefit directly from more of  this ethos 
in its midst. The American workplace’s worship of  the individ-
ual can be fraught with an internal competitiveness and reduced 
spirit of  collaboration that can hinder optimizing performance. 

Today’s complex, hyper-interconnected, and volatile world 
demands fewer individualist superheroes and more group  
collaborators across various platforms, countries, disciplines, 
skills, and backgrounds. Resolving this cultural clash does 
not necessarily mean an either/or choice, but perhaps a both/
and approach. Bicultural Hispanic Americans often value both  
individual recognition coupled with rewards based on the 
accomplishments of  their teams. 
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Yvonne Garcia, senior vice president at State Street Corpora-
tion, thinks one reason that Latina initiatives have been more 
prevalent of  late is because companies want to build cultures 
that are more collaborative. She has used this insight to suc-
cessfully lead Latina initiatives across the country through her 
involvement with ALPFA. She explains: 

From an organizational perspective, companies are 
starting to realize the value that women in general, 
and Latinas in particular, bring to the workplace: a 
stronger sense of  collaboration to get things done, 
determination, perseverance—these are all traits that 
are highly correlated to our culture. 

A lot of  studies have been done by Google and others that 
show when teams are led by women, or when there were 
women on the team, they tend to be more successful—for 
a variety of  reasons. Women tend to embrace the whole 
team spirit more, the whole collective approach. Women 
aren’t afraid to ask questions. So I think that companies 
are starting to see that the data points to high-per-
forming teams are highly correlated with women, and 
in particular Latinas, being part of  that.

Conversely, this sense of  familia can become a barrier to Latino 
career advancement when the ties that bind hold them back 
from seizing opportunities that require them to move farther 
away from their families and communities of  origin. 

In the focus group we conducted in Los Angeles, several of  
the Latinas clearly stated they would turn down a job oppor-
tunity, even if  it meant a greater title and money, if  they had 
to move away from their families. One young Latina focus 
group participant said, “I’m very close to my family. That’s 
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my support system. That’s why I say no to relocation oppor-
tunities.” Another young Latina added, “I would not relo-
cate, because of  my family and because I love California.”

Another participant in the Chicago focus group shared how 
wrenching it was for her parents when she chose to move from 
a suburb in Chicago to downtown—just ten miles away. After 
she took that step, she has moved no further, even when oppor-
tunities have presented themselves. 

All the executives we interviewed who faced the choice to stay 
near family or move for greater opportunities did choose the 
latter. George Herrera, CEO of  the Herrera-Cristina Group 
sees it this way: 

In the Latino community, we’re very culturally attuned 
to each other, we love family, and we want to be in the 
family. But if  you’re born and raised in Miami and that 
opportunity is in Boise, Idaho, you’d better go.

Comcast Corporate SVP Myrna Soto adds: 

I grew up in and spent the majority of  my early adult-
hood in South Florida as a typical Hispanic family 
member where we are very enmeshed, we all live close 
to each other, and we don’t necessarily move too far 
from the nest. But when the opportunity presented 
itself, I broke that chain by moving away.

Darren Rebelez, IHOP president, explains: 

It’s not a matter of  whether it’s right or wrong. That’s 
always going to be a personal decision since sometimes, 
depending on what’s going on with the family, it’s more 
important to stay than to pack up and pursue another 
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career opportunity. But you’ve got to recognize that the 
rest of  the world is going to move on regardless of  the 
decision you make.

Process: Follow the Rules versus Go with the Flow

European-Americans tend to seek reassurance in the rules, 
while Latinos can tend to seek redress in the particulars of  
each circumstance. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner were 
intrigued by their research that showed how multinationals 
with strong corporate cultures, such as IBM, still struggled with 
national differences preventing their being able to work as effec-
tively as they wanted. To better understand what was going on, 
they created an extensive survey with a series of  “What would 
you do?” scenarios.

Here’s one: You’re riding in a car with a friend who you know 
is speeding. Suddenly, the flashing lights of  a police car appear 
in the rearview mirror. After pulling the car over, the officer asks 
you, “Was your friend speeding?” What would you answer? The 
answer depended on one’s nationality. Ninety-seven percent of  
Swiss would say, “Yes, my friend was speeding,” but only 32 per-
cent of  Venezuelans would give the same answer. What’s going 
on?

The authors had come up with seven cultural dimensions to 
explain the different ways people from various cultures would 
approach the same scenarios. In the case of  the speeding car, 
they developed a construct that identified what individual cul-
tures determine is fair. Some cultures believe that rules apply to 
everyone equally. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner referred 
to them as Universalist. Other cultures determine what is fair 
based on the context of  the situations. They referred to these as 
Particularist cultures.
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In returning to the case of  the speeding ticket, you can now 
imagine the judgments flying. The Universalist turns to the 
Particularist and says, “How dare you lie to a police officer!” 
while the Venezuelan turns to the Swiss and retorts, “How dare 
you betray a friend!” Both want the same thing—fairness—but 
they have different ways of  interpreting what fairness is. In 
their book the authors explain how these kinds of  worldview 
clashes happen daily in the workplace as workers try to figure 
out whom to confer status to, how to get work done, and how to 
manage time, projects, and emotion.

Lou Nieto, former president at ConAgra’s Consumer Foods, 
describes how he went against company rules and established 
protocol, following an approach that felt more appropriate to 
him based on his cultural lens: 

During my first year, I think it was 2005, there was a 
national organized labor boycott. Latinos were going 
to walk out of  their jobs for one day in protest of  how 
Latino immigrants were being treated and to help peo-
ple understand how this country would run without 
Latino employees. We had fourteen manufacturing 
plants, three of  them majority-Latino. There was a 
senior VP who ran manufacturing and operations and 
reported to me. I asked if  we would be affected and 
he said, “Yes, we have three locations that are primar-
ily Latino, but we’re prepared for it. First, we’re telling 
everyone that anyone who walks out on Monday will not 
get paid for that day and also will get suspended for two 
more days without pay. In addition to that we’re pre-
pared to bring in supervisors from other plants to help 
cover. We will continue to operate with a skeletal crew, 
but we’re not going to let them shut down our plants.”
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And I said, “Hmm. I’ve got a different idea. I don’t 
want to be punitive because these employees are part 
of  our family and we value them.” He said, “We can’t 
just let them walk out; it sets a terrible example.” I said, 
“We can’t do it that way. What I’d like to do is tell all 
our plant employees, we’re going to have an additional 
personal holiday this year, and people can choose to 
take it whenever they want to. Anybody who wants to 
take it two weeks from today when that walkout is going 
to occur, just let us know a week ahead of  time and 
we’ll give you this personal holiday so you can in sol-
idarity support other Latinos across the country.” He 
said, “What about all the non-Latinos? What happens 
to our plants?” I said, “Oh, they get another personal 
holiday also, so everybody wins. Additionally, you’ve 
got a plan to run them with a skeletal crew, but you 
don’t have to punish anybody.” He said, “OK, OK, if  
that’s what you want.” I said, “That’s what I want.” 
And we did it. Morale was so strong after that.

Co-workers addressing business issues with these contrasting 
worldviews are going to end up clashing regularly, leading to 
accusations dripping with moral judgments. Note that in this 
example, this contrast in values stems more from the primacy 
of  relationships in Latino culture, even above the primacy of  
rules and processes. 

In a corporate world governed by external industry, state, and 
federal regulations, and internal policies, this difference in 
cultural preferences is often difficult to reconcile—especially 
since many of  the regulations that must be followed cannot be 
arbitrarily ignored without consequences for the organization. 
However, not all situations are governed by regulations. There 
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are many policies or norms that can be challenged like Lou did 
for the sake of  inclusion before the planned national organized 
labor boycott. 

Time Management: Clock- versus Event-oriented

What is time? Is it what is scientifically defined by the clock, 
with 60 seconds to the minute, 60 minutes to the hour? Or is it 
ruled by the circumstances of  the moment? Does the meeting 
end at 11 a.m. on the dot because the schedule says it should, or 
does it go overtime because the conversation in motion has not 
yet arrived to its final destination?

European Americans tend to be ruled more by the clock (referred 
to by interculturalists as being “clock-oriented”) whereas Latinos 
are regulated more by the event (“event-oriented”)—the former 
making the task at hand the top priority, the latter making the 
gestalt of  the whole group most important, making them more 
likely to stay in the moment rather than cutting it short artificially 
due to what the clock says. 

This is one cultural value difference where the distance between 
the two narrows with each successive generation of  Latinos 
in the U.S. As evidenced by our interviewees, those born and 
raised outside the U.S. who then emigrated to study and/or 
work, tended to struggle most intensely with this divide than 
those Latinos who grew up in the U.S.

As mundane as the question of  meeting start and end times can 
be, differences in the interpretation of  time can be a source of  
great tension in the high-stakes corporate environment. Ulti-
mately, the event-oriented Latino leaders figured out that it was 
a losing battle to get corporate America to be more time flexi-
ble. The stakes were too high. Having team members waiting 
for the one executive or leader to arrive to start a meeting had 
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too much negative domino impact on productivity since the 
entire organization’s meetings were premised on things starting 
and ending on time. Their lateness showed a lack of  respect for 
others’ time. 

Several of  these leaders found ways to retain the value of  “the 
moment” by recognizing when an employee needed more 
compassion, attention, or coaching, and giving that person the 
needed time, a moment that would not come back again. These 
leaders moved from a default of  always going with the flow and 
the moment, to qualifying those moments on a more selective 
basis. But it was their event orientation that continued to serve 
them well in discerning the power of  the moment. 

Lou Nieto describes such an instance when employees needed 
extra attention and nurturing due to a ConAgra decision to divest 
a business that first needed to be turned around financially. His 
leadership approach, shaped by his Hispanic ethnicity, dictated a 
more compassionate way to handle the situation: 

The decision was made to make a public announce-
ment about the planned divestiture. As the president 
of  the business to be divested, I realized that it would 
make the turnaround incredibly difficult. Our employ-
ees in the business unit would not be motivated because 
they would know that they would no longer be part of  
ConAgra. 

I decided there was only one way to approach this—a 
way that felt right to me regardless of  whether it was cul-
turally the right thing for the corporation. So I quickly 
flew to our fourteen manufacturing plants and to our 
corporate headquarters for that business in Chicago. I 
delivered the following message: “We are no longer going 
to be part of  ConAgra. Even though we’ll be a part of  
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ConAgra for maybe two or three years, effectively we’re 
not part of  the company anymore. We’re by ourselves. So 
I’m asking you to work really hard even though we don’t 
know what’s going to happen. I’m not asking you to do 
it for ConAgra, I’m asking you to do it for your family, 
for the people that you love and care about, whomever 
they may be. Because that’s why you come to work. You 
come to work because you’re working for your family, 
your loved ones. If  you look around, the people next 
to you, they’re doing the same thing. Now the catch is, 
just working really hard by yourself  isn’t going to help 
you be successful. You have to work as a team with all 
these other three thousand people in order for us to be 
successful. Because if  we’re not successful, it’s going to 
affect your family.” I changed the whole focus of  “Let’s 
do this one for the company.” Instead it was, “Let’s not 
do this one out of  corporate pride, and let’s not do this 
one because you’re going to get big bonuses. Let’s work 
hard because this is the only way you can provide finan-
cial security for your family.” That really resonated for 
me culturally, and it was a message that really connected 
with the employees. 

Managing Emotions: Stiff Upper Lip versus Pura Vida 

This one is fraught with the potential to stereotype and car-
icature. We have seen too many exaggerations—from Ricky 
Ricardo to Sofia Vergara—on mainstream American televi-
sion that make many Latinos cringe. But it is true that the nor-
mative Latino behavior is to be more expressive than many of  
their European-American counterparts. Also many Latinos 
have stories of  being coached to “tone it down” when pre-
senting or engaging in the corporate America context. 
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Myrna Soto speaks from the heart in describing this:

There was a point in time where some of  the leaders 
above me said, “Hey, just settle down, just because 
every time we have a meeting you’re always kind of  
like…whatever.” They couldn’t even say the words. It 
made me feel bad at first. But then I defended it. “Hey, 
this is the way we talk; we’re passionate, we talk with 
our hands, we’re not yelling, but we’re excited about 
something so our voice may get a little elevated.” 

Different interpretations of  how to manage the reality of  human 
emotions are at play here. We all have them, but Latino culture 
tends to value showing the emotion, while European-American 
culture is more about restraining the display of  emotion. Like 
other cultural dimensions discussed, neither is right nor wrong, 
but they are different. In the workplace these differently inter-
preted behaviors can clash and lead to team dysfunction. 

While most of  the Latino executives we interviewed had stories 
of  adapting to tone down their style just a bit, many found that 
Latino passion just kept bubbling to the surface no matter what 
the topic: advancing in their careers, making a difference in 
the world, helping raise the next generation of  Latino leaders, 
etc. It was this intensity that gave several of  these leaders a 
differentiated edge in their career trajectories. Costa Ricans 
have a wonderful expression that captures this ethos: pura vida 
(living life fully). 

For several of  the interviewees, to hold back emotions or to pos-
sess that stiff upper lip seemed a technique to use in situations that 
would ensure effectiveness with those being addressed. But this 
technique could not hide the deep rivers of  emotion from which 
they drew their inspiration—and by which they inspired others. 
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Monica Lozano, former CEO of  ImpreMedia and current pro-
gram chair of  Latinos and Society at the Aspen Institute, recalls 
having to inform employees who were going to be laid off from 
her family’s business as one of  the hardest things she has ever 
done, because she viewed employees as part of  a family. She did 
so by emotionally connecting to them:

I still choke up thinking about it. We’d made the hard 
decision to close the production facility and I carried 
the message to the company’s press crews. Although 
we’d done everything we could to avoid layoffs and 
helped to place many of  them in other companies, 
I had to tell long-term employees who’d been there 
more years than me in some instances, about the 
layoffs. I was having a hard time getting through my 
remarks and toward the end, one man stood up and 
says, “You know, Señora Monica, on behalf  of  my fam-
ily I want you to know that because of  you and your 
family, I was able to not only put food on the table, but 
I got my daughters through college, we own our own 
house and have property in Mexico. Thanks to you 
and your family we have a life here, and I don’t want 
you to forget that.” That really affected me. I couldn’t 
believe that I’m telling somebody that this was their 
last day at work, and he’s thanking me for what we 
meant to him and his family.

Hired for Differences but Told to Assimilate 

Some of  the very actions Latinos are criticized for are those 
that are valued and nurtured in Latino culture. Unconsciously, 
the corporate values that are exalted and held as universal stan-
dards for how a great leader and executive should look come 
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from the European-American context. The challenge for cor-
porations who want to attract more Latinos is to do some soul 
searching about their own cultural values and realize that what 
often are seen as must-haves are much more subjective than the 
gatekeepers think they are. 

Corporate America must make a distinction between true job 
requirements and cultural preferences that are not vital for job 
success. This requires self-awareness of  what is preferred and 
why, curiosity and education about Latino culture and its dif-
ferences, as well as similarities, to corporate culture. Proactive 
steps must then be taken to simultaneously affirm the many 
dimensions of  mainstream culture that have given corporate 
America its strength and resilience, while at the same time 
becoming open to new ways of  growing and strengthening 
their companies. 

These changes are not needed just so Latinos will feel more 
welcome and not feel they must keep sacrificing their identity 
at the altar of  conformity. Change is also required so com-
panies can truly benefit from the differences Latinos bring 
to the workplace. As demographic trends predict, the future 
workforce will be represented with an increasingly Latino 
identity so the current unilateral approach of  requiring Lati-
nos to do all the adjusting must change. 

Bottom line? Corporations need to stop saying they want 
to hire Latinos for their differences and subsequently coach 
them into assimilation by asking them to set aside those 
differences. ❧
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